
effective in favouring debris deposition.
Debris flow deposits (Fig. 8) also were
observed in the lower part of the channel, i.e.,
about 5 km downstream from the initiation
area.  Fluvial  reworking of debris flow
deposits lasted for a few days after the event,
supplying gravel and finer material to the
receiving stream.

The particle-size curves of the Rudavoi
debris flow matrix (Fig. 9) agree well with the
shaded zone obtained for a number of debris
flows in the Dolomites. Transect line
sampling was used to characterize the
particle-size distribution of superficial
deposits. The particle-size curve obtained for
a lateral levee shows the presence of blocks
up to the size of large boulders
Concluding remarks

Unlike many other debris flows in the
Italian Alps, the Rudavoi torrent does not
endanger urban areas.  However,  i t  has
interrupted State Road 48 various times,
which is important both for tourism (the site is
close to Cortina d'Ampezzo, a very important
tourist area in the Eastern Italian Alps) and for
local traffic. 

Due to the large amount of loose material
on the upper and middle basin slopes,
including a number of huge boulders, and to
the absence of a site suitable for the
construction of a large debris storage basin,
structural measures for torrent control can
only make a modest contribution to the safety
of the state road. Measures for risk attenuation
could consist of the installation of a warning
system, provided that sufficient lead time can
be ensured, and the replacement of the bridge
destroyed by the September 1997 debris flow
with a viaduct with adequate clearance of the

torrent somewhat downstream from the
present bridge site.
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Fig. 8  Debris flow deposits in the lower channel reach.

Fig. 9  Particle size distribution of debris flow deposits: a) top of
a lateral levee, b) two samples of debris flow matrix of
Rudavoi debris flow, c)(shaded zone) other debris flows
in the Dolomites.

Introduction
The study area is located in southern

Italy, south east of Naples. Slope instability
phenomena and floods have long been a
constant feature of this portion of the
Apennines, with earthquakes and

precipitation representing the main triggering
factors. Landslides have often resulted in
dreadful economic and human losses. The 23
November 1980 earthquake (M=6.9), which
struck a large area in Southern Italy
particularly harshly, caused the reactivation
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of many previously dormant landslides along
the upper valley of the Sele river. The village
of Senerchia, located on the right-hand side of
the Sele valley, was seriously damaged by the
collapse of various buildings as well as by a
large mass movement (SE1 landslide) on the
south eastern side of the village (Figs. 1-3).In
the study area the outcropping lithofacies can
be divided into four types (Polemio, 1997).
1) Limestones and dolomitic limestones

(Triassic-Cretaceous) outcrop widely,
mainly from 650-700 to 1,800 m a.s.l.

2) Clayey-marly and clayey-marly-arenaceous
flysch, shales, marls, chert limestones,
sandstones and varicoloured clays (Upper
Cretaceous - Paleocene) outcrop widely,
mainly from 150-200 to 650-700 m a.s.l.

3) Detrital and breccia deposits of rockfall or

scree (Quaternary) have carbonate or
pyroclastic nature and outcrop at the foot of
the carbonate relief.

4) Alluvial deposits (Pleistocene-Holocene)
are present along the course of the Sele
River and its main tributaries and outcrop
from 150-200 m a.s.l. to the valley bottom.

In the area surrounding Senerchia the
detectable hydrogeologic units are made of
carbonate rocks that exhibit the highest
relative permeability. These carbonates
establish contact with the remaining two
significant hydrogeological lithofacies, the
detrital and breccia deposits and the flysch.
The main springs of this hydrogeological unit
are found at the lowest point of this contact.
The detrital and breccia deposits constitute a
slab which is in contact with the carbonate

rocks in the west and with the SE1 landslide
in the south east. The relative permeability of
the slab is medium to high; thus, it can be
considered a secondary aquifer. The flysch
lies at the base of this slab (Polemio, 1997).
Wherever the flysch does not outcrop, it
underlies the lithofacies, with which it is in
contact. This complex acts as an impervious
boundary for the carbonate rocks and the
detrital deposits. The role of the impervious
l imit  played by this  complex does not
improve the stability of the slope where the
Senerchia settlement occurs. Water losses
from the two hydrogeological water-bearing
lithotypes toward the area under study have to
be assumed (Polemio, 1997).

Following the main shock of 23
November, the SE1 landslide was gradually
mobilized over a period of a couple of weeks.
The aftershocks activated a 2,500-m-long,
500-m-wide mudslide, and mobilized a soil
mass of about 28x106 m3 (Cotecchia and Del
Prete, 1984). Several minor mass movements
affected the whole slope, particularly along
the flanks of the main landslide body. More
specifically, a subsidiary landslide took place
on the middle-upper portion of the left bank
of the main landslide. The SE2 landslide
originated from this in 1993 and continue to
be still active today (Figs. 2-3).
Slope Features and Kinematic Behaviour
of the SE2 Landslide

The slope is  formed of a complex,
interbedded, flysh-type sequence of materials
with differing compositions and degrees of
disturbance, which vary both in terms of
depth and lateral  extent .  As far  as  the
landslide mechanism and the mechanical
behaviour of the soil involved in the mass
movement are concerned, no single
mechanism can be identified. Three areas
with different kinematic and mechanical
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Fig. 1  Panoramic view of the SE1 and SE2 landslides (point of view on Fig. 3). The landslide limit is not visible.

Fig. 2  Panoramic view of the SE1 and SE2 landslides (point of view on Fig. 3). The
landslide limit is not visible.



behaviours can be singled out in Fig. 4: the
top (rear scarp), which undergoes very quick
and wide displacements (see point I 3 c u r v e s
in Fig. 5); the central area (topographic point
8 curves in Fig.5), which also moves quickly
in flow-like conditions, but with lower
displacements and velocities than the former
ones; and, finally, the toe area (point P 1
curves), presenting very slight displacements
and velocities. In the last case the relation
piezometric levels-displacements is self-
evident (Fig. 5). Note that in the most recent
observation periods (summer 1997, not shown
in Fig. 5), the latter zone showed an increase
in both displacement and velocity values,
whereas the other ones showed decreasing
displacements and velocities.

Laboratory analyses carried out on
samples from each zone (EEC, 1996), showed
different mechanical characteristics. This
supports the hypothesis that at least three
different landslide mechanisms sometimes
have acted at the same time and sometimes
have been triggered sequentially: (1) a
retrogressive rotational mechanism at the top
of the slope, which gives rise to rapid changes
of slope profile; (2) a slower, but still quite
fast, flow-like movement of soils and debris
in the central area of the slope, affecting
shallow depths; and (3) a global mechanism
involving a deeper roto-translational failure
that affects the entire slope. The above
reported surface movements are thought to
start from the third of these hypotesis. It is

actually quite clear that the shallow mudslide
affecting the middle part of the slope with
remarkable displacements and velocities is
supported by "retrogressive" movement of the
rear scarp, subject to continuous "slicing".

As far as the geotechnical parameters that
control the slope behaviour are concerned, the
central and toe areas of the landslide body lie
within soil strata and show similar values of
shear strength parameters (c'r = 0; φ'r = 18o),
whereas the values of friction angle at the top
and the base of the rear scarp are lower (c'r =
0; φ'r = 11o) (EEC, 1996). This is one of the
reasons why the top area of the slope has been
recharging the superficial landslide body in
flow-like conditions.  At the toe of the
landslide the shallow mudflow is
superimposed onto the 1980 SE1 landslide
debris, belonging to the main feeding channel
of the SE1 landslide. The kinematics of this
area, therefore, differs even more from the
others.
Geodetic Controls

The surface movements reported above
have been detected by means of detailed
topographic surveys conducted both in the
SE2 area and in adjacent more stable zones.
The topographic network consists of five
reference points (T1-T7), located outside the
landslide body, and 29 topographic control
points distributed along the longitudinal
profile of the mudslide (1-22 points and some
piezometers and inclinometers). Four
measurement cycles were conducted from
April 1995 to May 1996. Cumulative
displacements and mean velocities were
calculated for several representative points
(Fig. 5).

Due to the fact that the landslide is
quickly evolving, the stability of the reference
points also had to be checked. High precision
GPS techniques were used in order to note
even small displacements. Dual-frequency
satellite measurements were made on the
geodetic network shown in Fig. 6. Four
measuring efforts were conducted at two-
month intervals (Trizzino, 1996). Results are
summarized in Fig. 6, where horizontal
distances calculated for each baseline with
reference to the "zero" cycle (February 1996)
and, in brackets, the variations measured for
each subsequent cycle are reported. Indeed, as
it is well known, the most precise direct result
of GPS processing is the computation of the
difference in position between a reference
point and an unknown station, i.e., the GPS
method works with vectors and not directly
with points. The nominal observation error
obtained during the four campaigns carried
out on the SE2 landslide was less than 10 mm.
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Fig. 3  SE2 topographic and survey map (original illustration, data collected from
EEC, 1996). 1) Inclinometric boreholes, 2) piezometric boreholes, 3)
topographic points, 4) GPS points, 5) SE2 landslide boundary (uncertain
where not continuous), 6) accelerometers, 7) springs, 8) natural streams,
9) climatic gauge, 10) SE1 and SE2 boundaries on small-scale map
(uncertain where not continuous), 11) SE2 main scarp a) on May 1996
and b) on June 1995, 12) SE2 and 13) SE1 landslide body at small scale
map, 14) axis of cross section in Fig. 4, 15) point of view of Fig. 1 and 2.



The analysis of the results is somewhat
complex. However, early processing shows
that points T1 and T2 did not undergo any
relevant displacement, whereas points T3 and
T4 exhibited slight movement toward the
middle part of the SE2 landslide and T5
moved quickly toward the toe. As for the
topographic control points located inside the
landslide body, also GPS results, not shown in
Fig. 6, confirm that the toe is slowly moving
downslope, whereas the top is being displaced
at a faster rate.

Hydrogeological Survey
In order to carefully characterize water-

cycle-connected phenomena, a continuous
monitoring system of the most significant
hydrogeological variables was designed,
established and implemented. The continuous
hydrogeological monitoring on the SE2
landslide is likely to clarify the role played by
groundwater flow within the aquifers of the
investigated slope. The weather station is
equipped with a heat-rain-snow gauge and an
evaporimeter. Electric power for station is

supplied by means of solar panels which were
installed to enable real-time collection of
measured data, using modem-transmission
(Polemio, 1996). Piezometric measurements
began on 27 January 1995, and are still being
carried out.  As a means of monitoring
groundwater behaviour under different
conditions, Casagrande, electric and open-
tube piezometers were installed.

Because the soil was pelitic and highly
non-homogeneous with chaotically-included
heterometric clasts, doubts had arisen during
the monitoring design about the use of
Casagrande or electric piezometric cells.
Particle-size analyses had actually shown a
wide variability, the clayey fraction ranging
between 46.7% (borehole P4, 22 m-deep) and
74.6% (12-13 m-deep) (EEC, 1996). Field
measurements showed an excellent
correlation with the results given by the
Casagrande and electric devices (Polemio
1996). However, Casagrande piezometers
were only used in the early stages of the
survey. They proved to be extremely
vulnerable, due to frequent plugging from the
fine particle-size of the soil in contact with the
piezometric cells and also due to marked
differential displacements of the borehole
axes. Given the displacement magnitude,
cables connected to electrical piezometers
were installed in stiff PVC tubes, in order to
enable them to freely slip even under
excessive pulling. The use of cells fitted with
longer cables which were free to slip toward
the permanent measuring units, has
considerably increased the working life of the
piezometers (Polemio, 1996). The effects of
the considerable displacements have been
greatly reduced. Piezometric values
electrically measured 0.5 - 6 times per hour
enabled the rapid variations of pore water
pressure in the landslide body to be assessed
(Polemio, 1996).

Two piezometric behaviours of the soils
making up the SE2 slope can be identified
from a hydrogeological standpoint. Beneath
the body of the landslide, the piezometric
levels undergo moderate and slow variations.
This behaviour was continually found along
the slope and the piezometric level varied
slightly from the mean value. The topsoil
flyschoid portion, which had been heavily
affected by current gravitational phenomena,
proved to be more sensitive to external
impulses, such as precipitation and modified
boundary hydrogeological conditions. This
feature was highlighted only by means of
continuous electrical measurements. The
phenomenon was strictly releted to the
dynamics of the slope and was further
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Fig. 4  Schematic cross section through the SE2 landslide (see Fig. 3 for location)
Soft clay with calcareous clasts, 2)  fissured claystone-mudstone interbedded
with clays and marly clays,  3) local flysch substratum , 4) central slope
mudslide, 5) 1980 SE1 landslide debris, 6) potential failure surfaces, 7)
topographic point.

Fig. 5  Total displacements from 25 March 1995 and mean velocities along the SE2
longitudinal profile. 1), 2) and 3): total displacement curves for points I3, 8, and
P 1 , respectively; 4), 5) and 6): velocity curves for points I3, 8, and P 1 ,
respectively; piezometric level 7) 21.5 m and 8) 17.5 m below ground surface.



complicated by the inner chaotic lack of
homogeneity of the flyschoid soils that made
up the slope. Particle-size analyses on nine
undisturbed samples have showed that the
water-bearing grain fraction ranged from
1.6% to 31.9% (however, the sampling
method does not permit samples containing
large-sized clasts to be taken). 

As far as the slope is concerned, Fig. 2
shows the location of the main spring from
the secondary aquifer.  I t  indicates the
existence of stagnation of water and a
constant runoff throughout the monitoring
period. These hydrologic elements bear
witness to a significant groundwater flow
within the f lyschoid layers of the SE2
landslide. Natural channels drain the water
flowing in these layers while feeding the
water table. Thus, boundary condition is
steadily constant. The continuous
morphological modifications and the counter
slopes, which help the groundwater build-up,
result in varied conditions and continuous
exchanges between ground and surface water.

Below the superficial layers and the
landslide bodies, the soils exhibit low to very
low relative permeability. Slow and moderate
upstream water flow follows the piezometric
elevation of the adjoining aquifers.
Downstream, it is affected by the
morphological conditions. The groundwater
flow is generally parallel to the slope and is
mainly horizontal. The effects of direct water
supply, because of  rainfall infiltration and
piezometric impulses coming from the nearby
water bodies, are considerably lessened by
long response times.

Moving upward in the vertical direction,
without going through a clearly defined limit,

the hydrogeological features of the SE2
landslide body are improved. They even reach
a low-to-medium relative permeability. The
continuous hydrogeological measurements
confirm this assumption. As an example, a
short and heavy rainfall in March 1995
triggered a response in the electrical
piezometric cell P2, located at a depth of 7.3
m, from the minimum to the maximum
piezometric level in less than 15 hours. At a
depth of 15.3 m, this rainfall did not cause
any immediate effect.
Numerical Analysis

To evaluate the possible effects of seismic
shaking in relation to different failure
mechanisms and groundwater conditions,
pseudostatic stability analyses were carried
out in parametric form. A specific calculation
code (Calvaruso et al., 1985; Trizzino, 1987)
based on the limit equilibrium assumptions
was used. The method provides the "critical
acceleration value Kc" for the slope, which is
defined as the minimum value of the
equivalent seismic acceleration that is
required to bring the soil mass to a state of
limit equilibrium.

Three different failure surfaces related to
the three above-described zones have been
considered, taking into account variability
ranges of mechanical and piezometric
parameters. As a result, the top failure surface
has been found to be unstable even in absence
of disturbing factors such as meteoric and
seismic events, whereas a deeper rotational-
translational failure surface appears to be
increasingly unstable due to rising
piezometric levels. The critical seismic
acceleration Kc calculated for the latter is of
0.114g in absence of water and of 0.013g for

an intermediate water table level.
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Fig. 6  GPS measuring campaigns on the SE2 landslide control network. 1) GPS
point, 2) horizontal distance between GPS points (February 1996, m) and
distance variation in brackets (April, June and September 1996, mm).


